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Long banished to Africa for his sins in , Martin Rauch is called back into the field. The account includes new
interviews with survivors and Jones family members. Detective Grace Gibbs Griffiths is obsessed with
catching the armed robber who killed her junior officer. Charlie Fung An her new trainee, blames Grace for
the death of his best friend. Meanwhile, a share house of international students think that they have found
paradise, until one of their housemates disappears. A couple of greedy convenience store owners resort to
deadly measures to defend their business, while on the outskirts of the city, a violent fugitive is hiding. Over
one week, the paths of these characters collide, with devastating consequences. While fleeing from the police,
the two gangsters take an entire busload hostage. The ensuing manhunt, however, turns into a disaster. But
Degowski is also unpredictable and violent. When he loses his nerve, and kills a teenage passenger in the bus,
the two men choose two young women as their hostages while leaping into another getaway vehicle. Thus,
begins an odyssey that goes completely out of control, marking one of the biggest hits for the local broadcaster
in China Girl star as new parents Joanna and Alistair. They live in Scotland, but travel to his home country of
Australia to introduce the new arrival to family â€” and so that Alistair can pursue custody of his first child,
Chloe. Joanna is already struggling with being a first-time mom and soon after arrival they find themselves at
the center of an unthinkable tragedy. As they face the glare of public scrutiny, alongside this deeply personal
trauma the consequences of the tragedy succeed in changing their lives and their relationship forever. At the
heart of the drama is a dangerous relationship between university professor Leah Kelly , and her student Rose
Windsor. A seemingly open and shut case of academic deception quickly spirals out of control, ending in fatal
consequences and triggering a devastating sequence of events that threaten to engulf them both. Sundance
Now also announced that it is expanding its content offerings to include podcasts, beginning with its first
scripted podcast , Exeter. This marks the first time this process has been used for a scripted dramatic podcast.
Detective Clayton struggles to keep the trust of her department as a series of grisly and ritualistic murders rock
her decaying South Carolina town, putting her at odds with her ambitious partner, Lester Pruitt McKinnon and
the department at large, as they race to put the pieces together.
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Watch Glencannon - Season 1, Episode 6 - The Monte Carlo Massacre: Coming Soon!

It is equipped with a Monte Carlo stock, a scope and an altered bolt handle. This stands in for the 6mm
Remington Whitman used in reality. Arisaka Type 02 Paratrooper Takedown rifle - 7. This is the base rifle for
the sporterized take down rifle. Notice the shape of the bolt. A close-up of the receiver as Whitman reloads.
M1 Carbine Whitman switches to an M1 Carbine later on. Earlier in the film, he is shown buying it, six
magazines, and rounds of ammunition. M1 Carbine Post-War -. Notice that some of his magazines are
"jungle-clipped" together. Whitman reloads an M1 magazine. Remington Model One of the most common
rifles in the movie is the Remington Model pump action rifle. Whitman has one in his arsenal, a substitute for
the Remington Model 14 in. Various policemen and armed citizens are shown using it throughout the film as
well. Remington - first introduced in Lt. Lee tries shooting Whitman from an airplane. Allan Crum and
Martinez as they get to the observation deck. A close-up of the receiver as Crum covers Martinez. Winchester
Model Some armed citizens are shown shooting back with Winchester Model rifles. Winchester Model
carbine - 1st generation rifle - Cal. An armed citizen returns fire. Remington Model Some armed citizens are
shown shooting back with Remington Model rifles. Remington Model s Production -. Luger P08 Whitman is
show loading a Luger P08 pistol. He tucks it into his waistband when he knows the end is near, but never
draws it. Luger P08 - 9x19mm. This is blank adapted movie gun. Whitman loads his Luger. Shotguns
Sawed-off Shotgun Whitman buys and cuts down a double barreled shotgun prior to his rampage. Whitman
loads the shotgun when he knows the end is near. Ithaca 37 Various policemen and civilians, including Officer
C. Foss Paul Carr , are shown with Ithaca 37 shotguns. Foss is in the film in place of Officer Houston McCoy,
who refused to allow his name to be used. Foss is shown freezing upon seeing Whitman and not firing at all,
while in reality, McCoy is officially credited with firing the shots that killed Whitman. Ithaca Model 37 riot
version - 12 Gauge Foss meets Crum below the tower. Foss in the lobby of the tower. Mossberg A policeman
is shown armed with a Mossberg with an extended magazine. The real Whitman had a Remington Model 14
and a 6. His three pistols are visible. His arsenal in his USMC footlocker. His Arisaka is shown disassembled.
His arsenal ready for use. Miscellanea Understandably, the city of Austin and the University of Texas refused
to assist in the filming, as less than a decade had passed since the actual massacre. The UT tower is
surrounded by a campus, not warehouses, and is not by the river.
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A week after the exhibition opened, they were removed and returned. As a replacement, Picasso loaned works
from his own collection, including a Portrait of Madam Z. Death of Henri Matisse. Pablo Picasso, The Family,
30 September Oil on canvas, x cm. Acceptance in lieu, , MP Olga Picasso died in Cannes. The exhibition
later transferred to Munich, Cologne and Hamburg, until April Picasso bought a large villa in Cannes, La
Californie, built in The artist celebrated his 75th anniversary at the Galerie Madoura with the potters from
Vallauris. In Moscow, Ilya Ehrenburg organised an exhibition of works belonging to Russian collections.
Started a series of sculptures assembled from pieces of recovered wood. Pen, brush and Indian ink on vellum
writing paper, 27 x 21 cm. Started to produce linocuts. Vallauris Chapel, decorated with the murals War and
Peace, was officially inaugurated and the place was converted into a national museum. Produced linoleum cuts
on Mediterranean subjects. Picasso married Jacqueline Roque in Vallauris at an intimate wedding. They
moved to Mougins in June. Celebrated his 80th birthday in Vallauris. Picasso awarded the Lenin Peace Prize
for the second time. Continued to produce his sheet metal busts. Produced some 70 portraits of Jacqueline
using different techniques including painting, drawing, pottery and engraving. The artist started the prolific
series of the Painter and His Model, which he continued throughout the year. Death of Georges Braque. Death
of Jean Cocteau. Picasso began a very close collaboration with brothers Aldo and Piero Crommelynck, who
moved their intaglio studio to Mougins, to produce etchings. The final version, made of steel and measuring
20 metres tall, was inaugurated in Introduced new themes into his painting: In November, the artist underwent
surgery for an ulcer at the American Hospital in Neuilly and spent his last time in Paris. Series of black and
colour illustrations in a notebook MP featuring figures, erotic drawings and burlesque scenes, or graphically
commenting on the large Ingres painting Jupiter and Thetis. The exhibition unveiled a number of sculptures
produced by the artist to the general public. Picasso was evicted from his Parisian studio on Rue des
Grands-Augustins which he had occupied since Picasso continued with his Busts of Musketeers series. The
Painter and His Model MP series, which for the very first time featured the characteristic Rembrandtesque
figures particularly inspired by the painting Rembrandt and Saskia.
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How I would have done the Moldavian Massacre of Dynasty. Introducing the Colbys and having KrystleÂ´s double there.
film material: Dynasty season 5 & season 6, Monte Carlo all rights belong to the.

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Army at Fort Campbell , Kentucky.
Matix first served in the U. In , Matix enlisted in the U. Army and served in the military police. He was
honorably discharged from the Army in Platt enlisted in as an infantryman and served with the U. Both of
their spouses had died under mysterious circumstances. Army Specialist 4 [ citation needed ] Patricia
Buchanich, and a female co-worker, Joyce McFadden, were stabbed to death on December 30, , at Riverside
Methodist Hospital in Columbus, Ohio , where both women worked. Matix was a suspect in the murders but
was never charged. Lylen-Platt whom he married in , was found shot dead with a shotgun from a single shot in
the mouth. Her death was ruled a suicide. Prior to embarking on their crime spree neither Platt nor Matix had a
criminal record. In the end, he was a father to an infant son that he never met. On October 5, , Platt and Matix
murdered year-old Emelio Briel while he was target shooting at a rock pit. One of the pair shot a guard in the
leg with a shotgun. Two other guards returned fire, but neither Platt nor Matix were wounded. No money was
taken in the botched robbery, and the one wounded guard would later die from his wound. One week later, the
two robbed a teller station outside a branch of the Florida National Bank and a branch of the Professional
Savings Bank. They resumed their robberies on January 10, , by attacking a Brinks armored truck. On March
12, they robbed and shot Jose Collazo as he was target shooting at a rock pit, leaving him for dead and stealing
his black Chevrolet Monte Carlo , but Collazo survived the shooting and walked three miles to get help.
Illustration is not to scale. The agents did not know the identity of the suspects at the time. They were acting
on a hunch that the pair would attempt a robbery that morning. Eight of these FBI agents took part in the
actual shootout and were paired as follows: Two of the agents had backup. Grogan is credited with landing the
first hit of the gunfight, wounding Matix in the forearm as he leaned out of the Monte Carlo to fire the shotgun
at Grogan and Dove. Platt then fired his rifle at Mireles who was running across the street to join the fight.
Mireles was hit in the left forearm, creating a severe wound. Due to collision damage, Matix could only open
his door partially, and fired one shotgun round at Grogan and Dove, striking their vehicle. Matix was then shot
in the right forearm, probably by Grogan. Matix apparently was knocked unconscious by the hits and fired no
more rounds. As he did so, he was shot a second and third time, in the right thigh and left foot. The shots were
believed to have been fired by Dove. This wound caused Platt to drop his revolver. The wound was not
serious. One round hit McNeill in the neck, causing him to collapse and leaving him paralyzed for several
hours. Platt then apparently positioned the Mini against his shoulder using his uninjured left hand. Hanlon
fired at Platt and was shot in the hand while reloading. Platt rounded the rear of their car and killed Grogan
with a shot to the chest, shot Hanlon in the groin area, and then killed Dove with two shots to the head.
Mireles fired four more rounds at Platt and Matix, but hit neither. A civilian witness described Platt leaving
the car, walking almost 20 feet and firing at Mireles three times at close range. Mireles does not remember this
happening. Risner and Orrantia, observing from the other side of the street, stated that they did not see Platt
leave the car and fire at Mireles. Mireles fired six rounds at the suspects. The first round missed, hitting the
back of the front seat. The third hit Matix in the face, and fragmented in two, with neither piece causing a
serious wound. The fourth hit Matix in the face next to his right eye socket, travelled downward through the
facial bones , into the neck, where it entered the spinal column and severed the spinal cord. The fifth hit Matix
in the face, penetrated the jaw bone and neck and came to rest by the spinal column. Of the ten, only one,
Special Agent Manauzzi, did not fire any shots his firearm was thrown from the car in the initial collision ,
while only one, Special Agent Risner, was able to emerge from the battle without a wound. The incident lasted
under five minutes yet approximately shots were exchanged. Both of their bodies were drug-free at the time of
their deaths. The FBI soon began the search for a more powerful caliber and cartridge. Noting the difficulties
of reloading a revolver while under fire, the FBI specified that agents should be armed with magazine-fed
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semiautomatic handguns , and this incident contributed to the increasing trend of law enforcement agencies
switching from revolvers to semi-automatic pistols across the nation. Other issues were brought up in the
aftermath of the shooting. Despite being on the lookout for two violent felons who were known to use firearms
during their crimes, only two of the FBI vehicles contained shotguns in addition to Mireles, McNeill had a
shotgun in his car, but was unable to reach it before or during the shootout , and none of the agents were
armed with a rifle. Only two of the agents were wearing ballistic vests , and the armor they were wearing was
standard light body armor, which is designed to protect against handgun rounds, not the. Minor wounds from
shotgun pellets. Remington gauge shotgun, five rounds 00 buckshot fired,. Seriously wounded by a. Wounded
by shrapnel and debris produced by a. Suspects[ edit ] William Matix: Killed after being shot six times. Ruger
Mini 14 [1]. Killed after being shot 12 times. The lawsuit was dismissed. Murders depicting the circumstances
leading up to and including the shootout, one of several films in the In the Line of Duty series produced during
the s and s. The Untold Stories featured a portrayal of the shootout.
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Les Â«MassacreÂ» de Jeroen Verbruggen et Â«Memento MoriÂ» de Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui sont proposÃ©s aux
passionnÃ©s dans le cadre de l'Ã‰tÃ© danse.

Chapter 6 : MassÃ¢cre Verbruggen | Repertoire | Les Ballets de Monte-Carlo
While traveling in Buenos Aires, Glencannon is tricked into buying a fake Nazi sword. It was supposed to belong to the
Admiral of the Graf Spree. The Monte Carlo Massacre. Episode 6

Chapter 7 : Flash - Former Dutch PM who resigned over Srebrenica dies - France 24
k Followers, Following, 1, Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Les Ballets De Monte Carlo
(@lesballetsdemontecarlo).

Chapter 8 : FBI Miami shootout - Wikipedia
The Monte Carlo Casino has been used as a set to film several movies, including Grace of Monaco, a biographical
drama about Grace Kelly starring Nicole Kidman, and comedy heist film Oceans Twelve.

Chapter 9 : Glencannon - Episode Guide - calendrierdelascience.com
Police Investigating Shooting Outside Las Vegas Casino Police in Las Vegas say they are investigating a shooting
outside the Monte Carlo casino-hotel that left one man injured.
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